USTTA HALL OF FAME

1966
—Players—
*Ruth Hughes Aarons • Jimmy McClure
Dick Miles • Leah Neuberger • Sol Schiff

1979
—Players—
*Abe Berenbaum • Robert "Bud" Blattner • Emily Fuller
Dolores Probert Kuenz • Louis Pagliaro • Sally Green Priory
*Jessie "Jay" Purves • Marcus (Schussheim) Matthews

—Officials—
Elmer F. Cinnater • *Coleman Clark
—Contributors—
Detroiter • General Sportcraft Co., Ltd.

1980
—Players—
Lazlo Bellak • Peggy McLean Folke • William C. Holzrichter
Miltred R. Shahian • Thelma "Tybie" Sommer
—Officials—
*William A. Gunn • George Schein
—Contributors—
William R. Price • *John Varga

1981
—Players—
Bernard Bukiet • Tibor Hazi
Erwin Klein • *Reba Monness • Marty Reisman
—Officials—
Otto F. J. Ek • Carl Ziesberg
—Contributors—
P. Becker and Co. • Harvard Table Tennis Co.

1983
—Players—
Sharon Acton • Valeri Bellini • *Bernice Charney Chotas
Dai-Joon Lee • *John Somael

1984
—Players—
Charles Burns • Douglas Cartland • Mae Cloutner
Bobby Gusko • George Hendry • Mildred Wilkinson Shipman
—Official—
J. Rufford Harrison
—Contributor—
Bernard Hock

1985
—Players—
*Jimmy Jacobson • Barbara Chaimson Kaminsky
*Edward Pinner • Cy Sussman
—Official—
Joseph R. "Tim" Boggan

1987
—Players—
Peggy Ichkoff • Connie Sweeris • Dell Sweeris
—Contributors—
Houshang Bozorgzadeh • Tamatsu Company, Limited

1988
—Player—
Bobby Fields
—Official—
Graham Steenhoven
—Contributor—
Nippon Takkyu Co., Limited

*Deceased

NINTH ANNUAL
UNITED STATES TABLE TENNIS ASSOCIATION
HALL OF FAME
AWARDS INDUCTION BANQUET

November 4, 1989
Landmark Hotel
Augusta, Georgia
Welcome to the Ninth Annual United States Table Tennis Hall of Fame Induction Banquet

The United States Table Tennis Hall of Fame was established March 26, 1966 to honor and recognize table tennis athletes, officials and contributors who have distinguished themselves by their outstanding play or contribution to the sport of table tennis in the United States.

Breakfast 8:30 A.M.
Awards 10:30 A.M.
Introduction at Hall of Fame Tournament 8:00 P.M.

HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES

PLAYER

George Brathwaite Roosevelt Island, New York

OFFICIAL

John Read Bloomingdale, Illinois

PROGRAM

Invocation

Introductions Jimmy McClure
President H.O.F. Board of Directors

Master of Ceremonies Steve Isaacson
Founder U.S.T.T.A. Hall of Fame

Toastmaster Pete May
Hall of Fame Tournament Director

HALL OF FAME BOOSTERS CLUB

The Hall of Fame Awards Banquet is made possible by Booster Club Members who pay yearly dues to help honor Hall of Fame Inductees. Anyone wishing to belong to this outstanding club please contact Jimmy McClure.